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Abstract

the query% semantics, languages and optlmlzatlon of R/P/J
queries are particularly simple

We determme when a Jom/outerjom query can be expressed unambiguously as a query graph, wlthout an expllclt speclficatlon of the order of evaluation, To do 80, we
first characterize the set of expression trees that Implement
a given Jom/outerjom query graph, and inveetigate the exik
tence of transformations among the various trees Our main
theorem 1 that a Jom/outeqom query is freely reorderable
If the query graph derived from It falls withm a particular
class, every tree that 5mplements” such a graph evaluates
to the same result
The result has apphcatlone to language design and query
optlmlzatlon Languages that generate queries wlthm such a
class do not require the user to indicate prlorlty among jom
operations, and hence may present a slmpllfied syntax And
lt 1sunnecessary to add extensive analyses to a conventional
query optlmlzer m order to generate legal reordering6 for a
freely-reorderable language
1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Relational query languages and optlmlsers are designed
to exploit the properties of R.eetrlct/ProJect/Join (R/P/J)
queries In particular, they depend on the fact that Join IS
associative’, 80 It is possible to abstract a query aa a query
graph The graph does not impose a partial ordering on the
operatlone, but metead shows relations aa nodes, and Jam
predicates as edges Because execution order IE inessential to
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From the language point of view, users need only provlde enough mformatlon to produce the query graph,
e g , the SQL Select-From-Where clauses There 18no
need to supply parentheses to specify an execution order for Jams.
From the optlmlzer’s pomt of view, every tree that %mplementa* the query graph IS known to evaluate to the
same result, and the mput to later stages of optlmlzatlon is known to be a query graph
But there are apphcatlona of matching elements of two
relations that cannot be expressed properly by means of
Join A problem anses d we want to preserve all elements of
one (or both) of the relations m the result, even if there IS
no matching element m the other relation As an example,
when we want a heting of departments and their employees,
we often want to see all departments, even those without
employees. Currently, to obtam thla rather natural result,
It 1 necessary to use SQL embedded in a programming language -a comphcated process For this reason, [DATE831
proposed outerjom constructs to be added to SQL There
are aleo cases where outerJome arle m exletmg languages
l
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Daplex allows the speclficatlon of loops that are equlvalent to left outeqoma [SHIP811
It can be used to obtain a relational (flattened) representation of a hierarchy where some parent instances
have no children [SCH087,OZS089]
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It can be used for processmg queries with Count operatlons [MURA89]

Unfortunately, the natural extension of an R/P/J query
graph does not provide an unamblguoua expression of a
Jom/Outerjom query Sometrmee the same query graph can
be derived from two queries, I e operator trees, that compute different results (example 2) Yet the benefits of having
a simple query graph as an order-independent abstraction
are too elgnlficant to be casually discarded In particular,
outerJom reordering may reduce elgnlficantly the cost of a
query (example 1) The task of thla paper 1sto characterize
situations m which these benefits remain avaIlable In addltlon, section 6.2 presents a generahzed-outerjom operation
that appears useful when the query IS not freely reorderable
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12

Basic

have 10’ tuples each Then the first expressron retrieves
2 * 10’ + 1 tuples, and the second retrieves only 3

Definitions

Deilnition.
A scheme 1s a finite set of attrrbute names A
tuple t on scheme S la an assignment of values to attlbute
names m S The scheme of tuple t 1s denoted sch(t) For
X C sch(t), we say t IS a tuple ouer X A null tuple on
scheme S has a null value assigned for all attributes, and IS
denoted nulls

It should be noted that the strategy of evaluating Jams
before outeqoms, as we did m the example above, IS not necessarily the least expenalve alternatrve for all cases For the
same (freely-reorderable) expressron RI - Rz + R3, d the
Join predicate IS (RI A > R2 B) and the outerJom predicate
1s (& C = Rs D), evaluating the Join first would produce a
large output, which then participates m the outerJom The
optimal strategy m this case 1s to do the outerJom first

Definition.
Tuples tr, ts on disjoint schemesSr, Se, respectively, can be concatenated mto a tuple on Sr U Ss, whose
assignment comcrdes with that of tl for attributes in Sr,
and wrth that of to for attrrbutes m Sa Concatenatron of
tuples tl, t2 wrll be denoted (tr,ts) If t IS a tuple on scheme
S, we may obtam a tuple t’ on scheme S’ 2 S by paddtng,
I e concatenatmg t wrth n&g-e

We now dellne query graphs that are used as abstractrons
of query expresslone (removmg the specrficatlon of execution order) For an R/P/J query, we use the conventional
graph This graph 1s defined to have a node for each relation mentioned m the query And for each Jam operator
m the query expression, for each predicate conJunct, there
IS an edge labeled with that conJunct, we assume conJuncts
reference attributes of two ground relations --In sectron 4
we discuss some mitral observation on how to handle more
general cases We also assume that no relation 1sused more
than once m a query, but several copies of the same relation
with renamed attributes can be used
For Cuteqom/Jom queries, each outerJom operation on
predicate p between ground relations adds a smgle edge, drrected toward the null-supplied relation, and labeled wrth
the entrre outerjom predicate p Each outerJom predicate
must reference attributes from exactly two ground relatrons,
or else the graph rs undefined
The graph obtained by the above construction may have
parallel edges-I e two different edges between the same relations, hke those obtained by conJuncts (RI F-Name=Rz FName) and (RI L-Nume=Rs L-Name)
But note that, m
terms of evaluation, we are usually interested m applying
both conJuncts at the same trme For this reason, we will
treat them as rf they were a smgle conJunct, and the parallel
edges will be collapsed mto one The graph correspondmg
to query Q IS denoted graph(Q)

Definition.
A relation on scheme S rs a finite set of tuples
on scheme S The scheme of relatron R IS denoted sch(R)
A database 1s a set of relations whose schemes are mutually
dlsJoint, they will be called ground relatrona

Detlnition.
A srmple predgcote p 1s defined on some set of
attributes S, It maps {tuples over S} to {True,Falee}
For
any t over S, p(t) 1sdefined and depends only on the values
of attributes m S A JOWI predtcate p IS defined amlarly, on a
pan of sets of attributes Sr, Ss (from disJomt sets of ground
relatrons), such that p(tl, ts) depends only on the values of
attributes m Sr and Se
Definition.
The regular Jotn (also called srmply qom”), denoted JN[p](Rl, Rs), yields the concatenatrons of tuples from
RI, Rs that satrsfy the Jam predicate p, it discards tuples tl
of RI for which there rs no to m Rs satlsfymg p(tl, tl) The
outerjorn, denoted OJIp](Rl, Rz) conslets of Jflp](Rl,
Rs)
plus the non-matched tuples of RI padded with nulls on the
attributes of Rz, RI IS called the preserved relation and Rs
the null-supphed relation In infix form, we also denote outerJom by an arrow toward the null-supplied relation, e g ,
RI + Rz, and Jam by RI - R2 e Two-sided outeqom will
not be drscussed

A query IS an expression over operators m a relational algebra It 1sexpressed as a tree whose leaves correspond to relation variables, and whose internal nodes contam Joins, outerJoms, and other algebraic operators. The result of a query
Q IS denoted eual(Q), and IS defined by the usual bottom-up
evaluation of expressions If opl, op2, denote generic operquery 1s
ators (e g , restrict, outeqom), then an opl/opa/
a an expression m which only the mentroned operators may
appear (e g , Restrrct/ProJect/Jom query)

1.3

Outerjoin

/ Join

Queries

In contrast to R/P/J querres, Cuterloin/Join
query
graphs do not necessarily capture the semantics of the query
represented Example 2 shows two queries that have the
same graph but yield drfferent results, assume that the outeqom predicate IS over (sch(Rr), sch(&)) and the Join predicate IS over (sch(Rz),sch(Ra))
Example
3. Novas and outerJorn8 do not a/ways a88ocrate Despite having the same graph, RI + (Rz-RI)
IS
not equivalent to (RI ---) R2)-RR3
To see this, suppose
rr, rp, rs are the only tuples of RI, R2, Rs, respectively, and

Example 1. Reordenng can greatly reduce cost Consider a
query RI - (Ra + Re) m which the first predicate equqom
keys of RI and R,, and the second predicate equrJomskeys of
Rz and Rs It is equivalent to the expressron (RI - Rs) +
R3) (as proved m sectron 2) Assume that these keys have
Indexes, and also that RI has one tuple, while R., and Rs

(re,rs) does not satisfy the Jam predicate The first expressron yields {(r r , - , -)} (1 e , one tuple, consistmg of rl
padded by nulls), while the second yields the empty set

2Thm
sentatvm
with set
flect the
graphs

But being optrmrsts, we think the class of OuterJom / Jam
queries that do reassociate easily IS large and useful The
class of queries whose semantics are successfully represented
by the graph IS the class of those queries where all reasonable

notatmn for ,om 1s mtended to reflect a graph reprethat uses undirected edges, and should not be confused
difference
The notatmn for outeqom should also recorrespondmg dlrected edge used to represent It ln query
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(a) Implementing Tree

Figure

S

(b) Query Graph

1 Alternate representations of a query
Figure

execution orders yield the same result Such queries (and
their graphs) will be called freely reorderable The remamder
of this section summarizes our mayor results

l

1 A ‘mce” topology for a query graph

outetyotn predtcates return False when a/l attrsbutes of
the preserved relatson are null

Wg. 2 shows a graph satisfying the conditions of the above
theorem.

Definition.

An algebraic expresslon (1.e , query) is called an
tmplementsng tree (ITfor short) of graph G d G = graph(Q)

2

The two representations -expressions and graphs- provide different levels of mformatlon and emphasize different
aspects of the query An expression unambiguously specifies
the inputs to each operation, and can be evaluated A query
graph represents a collectlon of relations and the Join predicates that connect them, but It does not directly poseesean
evaluation rule When It I known that all associations (i e ,
ITS) will yield the same result, then the graph is a natural
query representation It can be obtained directly from a textual language that does not specify a particular azsoclatlon,
or else by ignoring azsoclatlons specified m a query presented
as an algebraic expression Note also that ITS correspond
only to connects&y-preserrnng parentheslzatlona, 1.e, Joins
without graph edges (I e , Cartesian products) are excluded
‘Tree” termmology (root, ancestor, etc ) will be used freely
to describe expressions and then operands Fig 1 shows
these two representations of a query, plr denotes a predlcate between attributes III relations X and Y
Implementmg trees and their relationship to query graphs
can be used to define the notions of Oreazonable execution
orders,” ureassoclatlon” and ‘assoc~at~v~ty’ Not every reassoclatlon IS permitted m an lmplementmg tree -every Jam
must be supported by a predicate m the orlgmal query In
Fig 1, a reassoclatlon Jommg R and T IS disallowed A
detailed treatment of query graphs, lmplementmg trees, and
tree rewrite rules (basic transformations) appears m Section

Identities

for Join-like

Operators

In this section we prove ldentltles that imply that certain
rewrites will not alter the value of a query Section 3 will
prove that for ‘nice’ graphs, a series of such rewrites can
map any lmplementmg tree to any other lmplementmg tree
for the same graph We choose a proof approach based on
equivalence of algebrac expressions. In this approach, the
intermediate results are still algebraic Jdentltles, and may
be useful m other settings Also, an algebraic treatment
should be preferred over proofs of equivalence by mutual
set-containment m an environment where duplicates are permitted
2.1

Definitions

Definition.
The antyorn, denoted AJ[p](Rl, Rz), or RI c>
Ra, III defined as {rl E RI 1 no tuple of Rs satisfies p(rl, rz)}
De&Won.
A predicate p 1s strong with respect to a set S
of attributes if, whenever a tuple t has a null value for all
attributes m S, p(t) =Fal se As a natural extension, we call
a predicate strong with respect to a relation R d It IS strong
with respect to sch(R)

The algebraic ldentltles m this section depend on the pattern of attribute references m different Jam predicates The
followmg conventions ease the speclficatlon and handhng of
these patterns

an

Convention.
We ~111use 0 as an infix #generic Join operator,” m statements where Jam (-), outerJoin (+), or

Definition.
A query Q and its graph(Q) are called freely
reorderable if graph(Q) 1 defined and for all Q’ such that
graph(Q’) = graph(Q), eval(Q) = eval(Q’)

antiJoin ( P) can appear Given subexpressions X, Y, ‘2
denotes an operator whose predicate can reference only attributes m X and Y, moreover, any conlunct m the operator
has to reference attributes m both X and Y Thus, m the
+ 2) the first predmate reference relaexpression X 5 (Y ‘v’
tions m Y but not m 2 This predicate mformatlon 1somlted

Theorem
(Join/outerjoin
free reorderability).
A
graph G (and therefore Its tmplementsng trees) unl1 be freely
reorderable when the followstag two condstron8 hold
l
G consists of u connected set of josn edge8, from whtch
OJ-labeled tree8 go outward, and
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when clear from the context We say that Pzr JSstrong with
respect to X d the predicate JSstrong with respect to the
set of attributes It references from X.

%
PU.
(X + Y) + 2

(Expand outerjom, eqn 10)
Whenever we have an expressron X pg Y,
we assume that sch(eval(X)) n sch(eval(Y)) = 8 Also, to
have more freedom wrltmg expressrons, each operator has
a %ymmetnc form” that reverses the treatment of left and
Convention.

= (X2
Y) p”‘z LJ (x%Y)p;z
(Expand outerjoin, eqn 10)
=

=

For comparmg or computmg the union of
relations X, Y, we first pad the tuples of each relation to
scheme sch(X) U sch(Y) Using this conventron It is legal
to write (R-S) U (R p S), we would pad the result of the
antrjom and then compute the union with the jam result
The purpose rs to allow an easier writing of expression (see
identities 9 and 10 below)
Convention.

%

y)

p=~up,.

(x~Y)piYz

u (xpgY)p;z

= x pry(y
=

c! 2) u x 2

(y pg 2) u x pg y

x 5

(y % 2) u x !3 (y pg 2) u

x ‘F (Y F 2 u Y pr 2)
(Factor out join from union, eqn 4)

Identities

=

z

u (xPgy)%zu

(Complete by pseudo-drstrrbutlvrty of antrjom, eqn 7)

We will assume that join operators have precedence over
union The followmg assoclatrvlty and dlstrrbutlvlty rdentrties on jams follow fairly easily from the definltlons F&call
that - mdlcates jom Identltres l-3 are roughly assocratrve
laws, 4-7 are dlstrrbutrve Identity 1 requires the existence
of predicates Pzr and Py., while P.. IS optional, and if it
exists then it has to be moved between operators after reassoclatlon -the correspondmg query graph has a cycle For
all other rdentltles, operators always remam unchanged after
reassociation
(x

(xpiypz

(Slmphfy for strong predicate P,,=, eqn 8, 9)
= (xpiy)fi=z
u (xp4yy)p&u xpgy
(Reaseoclate jam and antijom, eqn 1, 2)

For reasons of space, most proofs appear m [GAL1891
rather than m this paper
Preliminary

XP~Y)~ZU

(Xp.’ Y u xp~Y)pcy:z
(Dmtnlhte join and antrjorn over union, eqn 5, 6)

right operands X 3 Y = Y rk X, X pg Y = Y p? X,
and of course X % Y = Y * X

2.2

(Xpi’U

x

J=uy=.

(y

2

=

Xp”‘(Y%Z

u yPgz)u

x pF (Y fx 2 u Y pr 2)
(Rewrite as outerjom, eqn 10) .
=

x !2 (Y “3 2) u x ‘t;y (Y ‘3

2)

(Rewrite as outerjom, eqn 10)
= x 3 (Y p3 2)
Figure

3 Algebraic proof of identity 12

z)
0)

Y) prY 2

=

x%

Y) piY 2
x-(Y
u 2)
(Y u 2)-X

=
=
=

x2
(Y pK 2)
(X-Y)
u (X-Z)
(Y-X)
u (Z-X)

(3)
(4
(5)

(YUi%‘)I>x

=

(YPx)U(zDx)

(6)

(XPIY

(X 2

x’gy

(y ‘g

2)

(2)

2.3

Rules

for Outerjoins

The mam results of Section 2 are the followmg identities
on the assocratrvrty of Yhree operand” outerjom and Join
queries The analysrs of whether Jam predicates must be
strong appears to be new

=
x

(Y

pP

2

2

u

Y

‘r

2)

%I
(X-Y)-+2

(7)

Y) 2

2

(xp~Y)pit=z

(X +psu Y) px 2

=

0

(8)

=

X’iYY

(9)

"'y

u

x'%yy

=

x- pzu (Y 2

=

xqy

2)

p3z),

(11)
(12)

if Pyx is strong w r t Y
=

x tpru

(Y “3 2)

03)

As an example, the proof of identity 12 IS shown m Fig
2 The algebrarc proofs of rdentrtres 11 and 13 are slmllar

Finally, note that outerjom can be expressed m terms of
lam and antrjom as
x p:” y = x

PlW

(x3Y)pzz

If the predicate Py. JSstrong with respect to Y, then we
have

(X ‘g

Reassociation

Identity 12 does not extend to arbitrary predicates In the
following example, predicate Pb, IS not strong with respect
to B.

(10)
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Example
3. Nonstrong predtcates preclude outevosn rtatsoctatson Consider the relations A = {(a)}, B = {(b,-)},
C = {(c)} Let Paa denote (A attrl=B attrl), and PbCde
note (B attr2=C attrl or B attr2=null) Then
A %b (B 2

C) yields {(a, -, -, -)},
(A %b B) 2 C yields {(a, -, -, c)}

but
R

S

R

S

S

T

(a) Reversal BT
3

Query

Graphs

and

Implementing

Trees

Implementing trees can be modlfled by reordermg ad~acent operators to make one of them 3ump” one level up the
tree, the resulting tree implements the same graph Thle
modlficatron JScalled a bascc trasform (BT for short). Although two trees that implement the same graph need not
yield the same result, BTs correspondmg to the identities
of section 2 are result-preserving The closure under those
BTa JSa set of trees that evaluate to the same result Provmg free reorderablbty of a query Q reduces to show that all
queries rmplementmg graph(Q) can be obtained from Q by
result-preservmg BTe
Note that our proofs depend on equivalence of operator trees (which possessa well-defined bottom-up evaluation
rule), rather than on equivalence of query graphs, which do
not possess a general evaluation rule
2.1

Definitions

and Basic

R

(b) Reassoclatron BT

Figure

Properties
2.2

Basic

Transforms

There are two bassc transforms of trees, reversal
and reassocratron They are rllustrated m Fig 4 for the same
IT of Fig 1
Reuersol Exchange the left and right subtree of a node as
shown m Fig 4 Smce the operator of that node may
not be commutatme, it JS replaced by its “symmetric
form” (e g %’ IS replaced by 2)
Definition.

If IT Q rmplements graph G, then subtrees
of Q implement connected subgraphs of G Suppose Q =
(Qr 0 Qp) Edges of conJuncta of operator @ determme a
cut m G, removing them, we are left with two connected
subgraphs, say Gr and Gs Either Qr implements GJ and
9,s implements Gp, or Qa implements Gr and Qr implements
Obeervation.

Rea88oc~at:on. Exchange a pair of parent/child

nodes as
shown m Fig 4 ((Qr 01 Qe) @aQs) IS transformed
to (Qr 01 (Qs @s Qs)) If there JS a conJunct m 02
referencing 81, then rt has to be moved to the operator
01 after the reassoclatlon (see identity 1 of section 2)
This BT IS uahd or apphcablt only d the predicate m 02
references some relation m Qa, and if a conmnct was
moved between operators then both operators must be
regular JOUIS We refer to this BT as [X 01 Y 02 Z]

If G = graph(Qr) = graph(Qs) and them
corresponding roots are equal (mcludmg operator and predicate), the subtrees of both roots implement the same subgraphs of G
Observation.

Observation.

4 Basic Transforms on Implementmg Trees

Observation.
If G’ IS a connected subgraph of a “mce”
graph G, then G’ JS also ‘nice”

Recall that m a query (Qr @Qa), we can call @ the root,
Qr the left subtree, and Qs the right aubtree

subgraph If G’
ITS of G

S

Let G be a query graph and G’ an induced
IS connected, then ITs of G’ are subtrees of

Definition.
A query graph G IS called “ntce It if the following
holds
l
G can be expressed as the union of graphs G1, Ga,
where Gr JS connected and has only Join edges, and Ge
IS a forest of outerJom edges, and
l
the mtersectron of Gr and Ge IS the set of nodes that
are roots of the forest Gs

Observation.
If Q’ JS obtained from Q by a reversal or
reassoclatlon BT, then graph(Q’) = graph(Q)

Lemma 1. G 18 %:ce” rf and only :f at satrsfies
l
There are no cycles compostd of outtrjorn edges,
l
thtre 18 no path of the form X 4 Y -2,
and
l
there 18 no path of the form X + Y e Z

Suppose we obtain Q’ from Q by applying one
BT Thle BT JS called result prererutng rf eval(Q’) = eval(Q)
for all values of the ground relations

We now turn our attention to those BTs which do not
modify the result of the query
DefMtion.
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A reassoclatlon BT [X 01 Y @a Z] nr result preserving
whenever the “three relations” IdentIty ((X 01 Y) 01 Z) =
(X01 (Y @aZ)) holds It follows from the defimtlon that
reversal BTs are always result preservmg

4

2. If G = graph(Q) IU hwe” and outevotn predscates are strong ueth respect to the null-suppled relation then
all BTs apphcable to Q are result presertnng

Proof sketch. The only non-preserving BTs that may
occur with the operators we have are
[X-+Y-Z]

l

[X+Y

Queries:

Initial

Ob-

In this sectlon, we sketch how Restrlctlon operations can
be added to the theory presented In general, these operations cannot be freely reordered m the presence of outerJoms,
J e , It does make a difference when they are executed We
analyze only the case where all Restrlctlons and ProJectIons
m the ongmal query occur after all outeqoms have been
performed Unkke Joins, we do not usually want to explore
alternative positions, but mstead Just want to do restrlctlons
as early as possible.
It I well known that a restrlctlon on the preserved
operand of an outerJom can be moved mto the outerJoin
predicate Difficulties arlse only with moving restnctlons
passed a null-supplied operand But a Restrlctlon with a
predicate that IS strong on some attrlbute A wdl discard tuples m which nulls are used to pad that attrlbute Hence, d
the results of an outerJoin are subject to such a restriction,
there IS no point m mtroducmg the padded tuples -regular
Join would suffice A slmllar argument can be used to convert a-sided outerJom to one-aded uteqom
The slmphficatlon rule IS Suppose the query includes a
predicate (restnctlon or regular Join) that IS strong m some
attributes of relation R Conalder the path ;n the tmplementrng tree going from that predicate to R’ If an outerJom IS m
that path and R JSm Its null-suppked subtree, then replace
the operator by regular Jam This slmpbficatlon IS carried
out before creation of the query graph
We conJecture that d the restrlctlon predicate occurs after
all outeqoms, then the slmpbficatlon cannot introduce new
vlolatlons of free reorderablbty That IS, on the path where
It operates, It can never mtroduce a Jam as an operand of
an outerJom, nor add a Join with a null-supplied attribute
While this transformation 1sguaranteed to slmpbfy query
processmg, some other slmpbficatlons do pull us out of the
class of free reorderablllty For example, suppose we know
that some outerJoin operation ylelds the same result as a regular Join, J e , that there ~111be no unmatched tuples to be
padded with nulls -a referential integrity constraint could
supply this mformatlon It IS legal to replace the outerJoin
operator by a Jam operation (and the correspondmg edge
of the query graph by a Jam edge) However, the resulting
query may not be freely reorderable, an implementing tree
of the graph of the revised query may not give the correct
result
Consider the freely reorderable expresslon RI -+ Ra +
Rs If a referentml integrity constramt between Rz and R3
allowed us to replace Rp + Rs by Rz- Ra, the resulting
would no longer be freely reorderquery RI + (Rs-Rs)
able Reassoclatlon for general graphs 1sstill possible using
generalized outerlom, as shown m Section 6, but this requires
a more sophletlcated optlmner

Lemma

l

Join/Outerjoin/Restrict
servatione

+-Z]

We ~111show that If [X --) Y-Z]
111applicable on
Q then G IS not a %ce” graph The other case IS
handled slmllarly Wlthout loss of generality, assume
that [X + Y - Z] 1sapplicable on the root of Q, which
can then be wrltten as ((Ql + Qa)-Qs)
l The outerJom predicate references some relation A m
Q1 and Bl m Qe, the Join predicate references some
relation Ba m Qa and C m Qs
l Leaves of 91, Qa, Qs induce connected subgraphs
G1, Go, Ge, respectively There JSm G a dlrected
edge from A to &, and an undirected edge between
Bz and C
l Smce BI, Bz are both m a connected subgraph, Ga,
there IS a path between them m G This path can be
extended to obtain a path between A and C, where
the condltlons of lemma 1 are violated 0
Lemma 3. If graph(Q) 18 “nwe” and graph(Q) = gruph(Q’)
then a sequence of BTs can obtatn Q’ from Q
sketch.
Suppose Q’ = (6: @ 8:)
If @ JS
an inner node k levels below the root m Q and Its
predmate 1 a single conJunct, the apphcatlon of k reassoclatlons will map Q to an expresslon of the form
(91 @ Qa), m which @ Y the root We know that (up
to a smgle reversal BT) graph(Q1) = graph(Q:), and
gwh(Q2) = gwMQi), and each of these graphs 1s
smaller than the orlgmal By mductlon, Q1 can be
mapped to Q: by a sequence of BTs, and Qa can be
mapped to Q: by a sequence of BTs When @ has
more than one conjunct, J e It IS a general cutset m the
graph, a generabeatlon of the above argument applies
cl
Proof

Theorem
1. If graph(Q) ;a “ruce” and outeqowx predrcates
are strong u&h respect to the null-supphed relatson then Q 18
freely reorderable
Proof. Take any Q’ such that graph(Q) = graph(Q’)
By lemma 3, Q’ can be obtamed from Q by a sequence
of BTs, say

5

By lemma 2, Va = 0 n - 1 eval(Q,) = eval(Q,+l) Flnally, by transltlvlty eval(Q) = eval(Q’), and therefore
Q 1sfreely reorderable 0

Languages
Reorderable

That
Queries

Generate

Freely-

Freely-reorderable outerJoms go substantially beyond FL
stnct/ProJect/Join queries, but Impose relatively httle bur-
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den on language syntax or optimization To show that the
class may be more than a theoretical cunoslty, we present
some operators that extend SQL to handle relations whose
attrlbutes may be set- or entity-valued They were devised
by J Bauer (unpubhshed), as part of an effort to design a
new commercial DBMS with somewhat more than relational
power’ In this section we describe the operators, show how
they can be expressed m terms of Outeqoms, and show that
the resultmg expresslone are freely reorderable The syntax
IS approximate, to enhance readability
5.1

The Operators

UnNeet

and Link

Two new operators, denoted * and ->, will be used m
the From-List of an SQL query We often use “entity* as
a synonym for Qtuple’, to emphasize that m this sectlon’s
model, tuples (J e , entItles) have identity, repeating fields,
and entity-valued attributes
UnNest
or Flatten
(*). If R has a set-valued attribute Fteld, (R * Field) mdlcates the unnestmg of the
attribute’
The result IS a relation R’ with a scheme ldentlcal to scheme(R), except that Fceld JSnow single-valued
Each tuple r of R will produce one or more tuples m R’ If
r Fzeld had n > 0 elements, then R’ has n tuples for r, each
tuple’s Field contammg a single value from the set, d r Faeld
IS empty then there JSonly one tuple for r m R’ and it has
a null value m Field For example,
Select
From

All

EMPLOY!ZEI*ChildName,
DEPARTMENT
Where EMPLOYEEMI =DFPARTMFiNTDI and
DEWMMENTLocation = ‘Queretaro’
returns at least one tuple for each employee m a Queretaro
department For Queretaro employees with children, one
tuple IS returned for each child, otherwise, a tuple with null
ChildName 1sreturned
Link via (->).
If R has an entity-valued attribute
Field, (R-> Fseld) mdmates the completion of each tuple r
m R by concatenating to it the tuple referenced by r Fseld

The scheme of the result IS sch(R) U sch(the entity type referenced by Field)-Fseld
In the extension, for each tuple in
R we wdl have exactly one tuple m the result If r Fseld 1
null, then a null tuple JSconcatenated to r
suppose DEPARTMENT
includes
For example,
EMPLOYEEvalued attributes Manager and Secretary, and
a REPORT-valued attribute Audit
The following query
returns, for all Zurich departments, the department mformatlon, plus the employee attributes of the manager, and
the report mformatlon from the audit.

Select All
DEPARTMEWT-->Manager-->Audit
Where DEPARTMENT
Location = ‘Zurich’
From

The next example uses both Flatten and Lmk The order
of the clauses JSnot essential -the parser can associate the
attributes with their relations The query helps a prosecutor ldentlfy money siphoned to employees or their children,
by adding EMPLOYEE and ChildName mformation to the
department Information of the previous query
Select All
From EMPLOYEE*ChildName,
DEZVRTMgNT-->Manager-->Audit,
Where
EMPLWEEDx = DlZpARTMgNT
D# and
DEF4RTMENT
Location = ‘Zurich’ and
EMPLOYEERam010
Attributes obtamed from the right side of -> and * operators cannot appear m the Where-List predicates because
the posltlon of the restrlctlon predicate would be ambiguous,
either before or after unnestmg But they may be restricted
m an enclosing query block
5.2

Expressing

Link

and UnNest

with

Outerjoins

We can make * and -> special casesof outerJoms by definmg traversable predrcates on these associated entity fields
The reformulation ELIsimilar to that used m [ROSE851to apply relational optlmmatlon to SQL over Codasyl structures
Assume below that every tuple (1.e , entity), and also every
field value, has a unique object Identifier (e g , a physical
address on disk), denoted by the prefix 8 The restatement
m terms of outerJoms requires mtroducmg special predicates
NestedIn and LmkedTo that connect an entity to its repeating values or related entitles These predmates are evaluated
only as part of a Jam or outeqom, and require the optlmlzer
to generate code to traverse to the related value or entity
For example, given an EMPLOYEE instance denoted e, the
access routines can find all DEPARTMENTS d such that
Manager(d) = e. In any case, the lmplementatlon technique
for these predicates is not relevant to correctness of query
reordering
The operators are expressed m terms of outerJom as follows
l

For UnNest, suppose we have an expression (R* Fseld)
Define an abstract, one-column relation ValueOfFteld
contammg every value appearmg m r Fseld for any r m
R Then define a predicate NestedIn(Qr,Bvalue) between identifiers of tuples of R and ValueOfFseld, true
whenever value 1s m r Fseld The UnNest expression
can be wntten now as
OJINestedIn(Br,Quolue)](R,

3A Nori and J Hee helped refine the operatora’ semantacs
The “free reorderablhty”
crltermn emerged from an effort to va11date these designers’ mtultmn that thas language would be eaally
optmuzable
‘This operatmn can early be extended to allow Fwld to be
relatmn-valued

l
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ValueOfFleld)

For Lmk, suppose we have an expresslon (R->Fseld)
where the entity-valued Fteld points to a tuple m
Define a Jam predicate
relation DomarnOfFseld

LmkedTo(Or,@ualue) between Identifiers of tuples of
R and DomamOfFleld, true whenever r Fteld points to
value The Lmk-via expresslon can be wrltten as
OJ[LmkedTo(Qr,Ouolue)](R,

Doma:nOfF:eld)

Two examples are shown below To improve readabihty
we abbreviate EMPLOYEE, DEPARTMENT, and ValueOfChlldName as EMP, DEPT, and ChName respectively
Select All From EMPLOYEE*Childuamebecomes
EMP OJ[NestedIn(OEMP, BChName)] ChName
Select All From DEPARTMENT-->EMPLOYEE*Childname
IS written as the followmg expression, where the posltlon of
parenthesis IS arbitrary
DEPTOJ[LmkedTo(ODEPT, BEMP)]
(EMP OJ[NestedIn(QEMP, OChName)] ChName)
Join/UnNest/Link

Queries Are Freely Reorderable

Observation. The rules above imply that all query blocks
are freely-reorderable, 1 e , that they satisfy the precondltions of Theorem 1 (As m SQL, the query block 1s hence
an attractive unit for optimleatlon, m both languages, combmmg query blocks requires more subtlety [m891
)
Proof. Relations that were the null-aupphed mput to
an outerjom were those introduced by the attributes
Each time
m the right side of operands * and ->
a relation 1s obtained from a field, It was considered
independent, 1 e , a new tuple variable Therefore there
was no way to create two edges directed mto a node, or
a cycle Furthermore, these relations could not appear
m the Where clause of the same query block Thus
none of the forbidden subgraphs has amen Wnally,
note that the special outerJoin predicates are strong So
from Theorem 1 each query block IS freely reorderable
It 1 possible to express non-reorderable queries, by imposing restrictions m enclosing query blocks As m SQL,
transformations mvolvmg multiple blocks may be cllfficult
But at least the mam unit of optlmlzatlon, the block, 1
freely reorderable
6
6.1

Conclusions
Extending
orderable

and Future
an Optimizer
Queries

For more general languages, It may be possible to extend thle approach to reorder freely-reorderable subqueries
of the given query. But further research 1s needed to
determme how to combme reordering results for queries
that contam arbitrary combmatlons of operators, e g , ReS~~~C~/~~OJ~C~/~OlU/~U~~~JOl~/~~~lJOl~
queries
6.2

Generalixed

Outerjoins

The result-preserving basic transformations based on
identities of section 2 are unable to reassociate an expression
Z), hke the one we had m example
oftheformX+(Y2 A full algonthm for reordering arbitrary Jom/outerJom
queries LBbeyond our scope, but we present a generahzed
outerJom operator (denoted GOJ) that may be an important element m the eolutlon
Detiition.
Let S denote a set of attributes contained m
sch(&), and r denote proJectlon wcth removal of duphcates
Then the generabed outer)orn consists of tuples that appear
m the Join, plus S-proJections of tuples whose S-proJection
did not appear m the Join, the latter are padded with nulls
for attributes outaide S
The formal definition (with the predicate p omitted for readat&ty, and - used for set difference IS

GOJ[S](Rl,Rz) =

04

JN( RI, R2) u
(+Wd

- ‘@l

JN(R1,

R2)) x

“%ch(R,)

usch(&)--S

Our definltlon refines the Generahsed-Jam operator
[DAYA87] by omlttmg unmatched RI tuples whose SproJection appeared m the Jam We use the term ugenerallzed ouferJOm’ because GOJ generahzes Jam and outeqom,
but not sernijom or antIJoIn As with Generalized-Jom, GOJ
can be computed by a slightly modified Jam algorithm
We have proved several reassociation identities for GOJ
[GALI89], under the assumption that relations are duplicate
free, predicates are strong and of the form PZr and P,,, those
Identities include
X OJ (Y JN 2) =

(15)

(X OJ Y) GOJ[sch(X)] 2

Work
to Handle

Freely

Re-

For designers of query optlmlzers, freely-reorderable
queries are much simpler than the general case For language constructs that are known to generate only freelyreorderable outeqoms, the extenalon seems small, at least
conceptually Optunlzers already implement a query graph
by generating expreselon trees with different associations of
the graph edges, now It must fill m Jam or else OuterJom
(preserving the operator direction) There IS no need to msert additional operators, or perform a subtle analysis

X JN (Y GOqS]

2) =

(16)

(X JN Y) GOJ[S u sch(X)]Z,

if S c ach(Y) and It contams all X-Y Join attributes
6.S

Theoretical

Remarks

Studies of Jam-hke operators (outeqoms, nested queries,
and sernqoms) have had an unusual number of erroneous
chums For example, (MURA89] ldentlfies three papers with
errors To us, this mdlcates the need for additional definetlons and lemmas to make sound reasonmg easier We hope
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that our analysis of aseoclatron and lmplementmg tree may
be useful
Note that it may be helpful to be able to reason about
both the graph and the query trees, as each representation
makes different mformatlon acceeerble The graph shows the
pattern of Jam predicates, but only the lmplementmg trees
show execution strategies, or have a general evaluation rule
that can Justify transformations Thus far, our conditions
for reorderablhty apphed to graphs, we conjecture that there
are also simple condltlons on the expressron trees. For example, the null-supplied input of an operand should not be
created by a regular Join, nor involved later as an operand
of a regular Mom
The “folk theorems” about reorderabrhty do not tell what
detailed precondltrons are needed for each rule, e g , that
predicates be strong, or that relations be duphcatefree. A
formal analyele highlights these preconditions and givez a
framework to examme algebraic extenslone
We hope that similar free reorderability theorems can be
proved of other classes of expressions, uemg the tools developed here For example, for Jom/eemiJom queries, it appears
that fewer basic transforms preserve the result, and therefore
a smaller set of graphs ~111be freely reorderable -semrJom
edges m series appear to be an additional forbidden eubgraph
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